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Thank you! 

�  For the welcome to country! 

�  To the organisers of ACTA TESOL 

�  To our colleagues in the Aboriginal Child Language 
Acquisition Project 

÷ Murrinh Patha, Tiwi, Alyawarr, Gurindji, Warlpiri, Walmajarri, 
Warumungu families 

÷ Sally Dixon, Samantha Disbray, Deborah Loakes, Felicity Meakins, 
Betty Morrison, Karin Moses, Samantha Smiler, Aidan Wilson 



Introduction 

�  Standardised tests 
�  Language ecology 

¡  Wadeye 
¡  Tiwi Islands 
¡  Murray Downs 
¡  Kalkaringi 
¡  Lajamanu 
¡  Yakanarra 
¡  Tennant Creek 

�  Equity 
¡  Assessment 

�  Ethics 



Background 

 
so many terms … 

�  (thanks Suresh!) 



Terms: languages 
Traditional Indigenous 
languages 

fewer than 20 still 
being spoken by 
children 

New Indigenous 
languages 

mixed languages grammar and lexicon part 
from TIL, part from creole/
English 

a few not mutually 
intelligible 

creoles grammar mostly developed 
from English, lexicon part 
from TIL, part from English 
 ['Kriol' is the NAME of some 
varieties] 

many varieties 
 

varieties of Australian 
English 

ranging from colloquial non-
standard English to 
something closer to a creole 

many varieties 



Examples of range of varieties 

A mixed language Kuyu wem gettim makiti-parnta. 
Wem go camp-kurra. 
 

A creole We bin gettim meat gotta gun. 
We bin go la camp.  

an example of Aboriginal English/ 
?Colloquial non-standard English 

We got meat wid dat gun 
We was goin' to da camp. 

Standard Australian English We killed some game with a gun. 
We went home/to the camp 



Examples of names for different varieties 

�  Yarrie Lingo   
�  Aboriginal Englishes   
�  Kriol (Fitzroy Valley, Barunga, central NT) 
�  Wumpurrarni English ('Black English', Tennant Creek) 
�  Camp English 
�  Murdi language 
�  Blakpela tok 
�  Modern Tiwi (?emerging mixed language?) 
�  Gurindji Kriol (mixed language) 
�  Light Warlpiri (mixed language) 



Middle-aged woman in Tennant Creek 
mid 2000s 

weip yo nos 

kwik yu go deya yu luk, weip nos iya. 

weipim da nos, deya? 
deya iya, weipim nos yaki. 
sidan na, weipim er nose 
wap that nos deya 
wap that nos 



Names for methods of instruction 

�  Bilingual education 
�  Mother tongue medium learning/instruction 
�  Home/traditional language medium 
�  All these terms are used for instruction via home 

language 

�  English as Second Language/Dialect 
�  English as Foreign Language/Dialect 
�  These refer to different situations, but are conflated 

as: English as an Additional Language/Dialect 



Background 

 
 
 

Standardised testing 



NAPLAN 

�  2008: the Federal Government introduced NAPLAN, 
a national standardised test, mandatory for all 
children in years 3, 5, 7 & 9. 

�  The NAPLAN (National Assessment of Proficiency in 
Literacy and Numeracy) test is designed to  
¡  assess English literacy and numeracy 

�  It presupposes a standard to be reached by English 
speaking children (see MCEECDYA 2009 for further 
information). 



NAPLAN tests 

�  English literacy components assess  
¡  reading 

¡  writing  

¡   language conventions (grammar, spelling and punctuation) 

�  Numeracy component contains  
¡  a large amount of English language not always geared to level 

¡  specialised terms 

¡  urban ways of behaving 



Numeracy: Year 3 (top) and Year 5 (bottom) 



Year 3 and Year 5 numeracy 



Problem 

�  Year 3 numeracy problem is uninterpretable if you 
don't know: 
¡  what a spinner is 
¡  the construction "most likely to" 

�  The Year 5 numeracy problem gives more clues for 
interpreting what a spinner is 

�  Year 3 numeracy problem uses a comparative + 
modal construction 'is most likely to' which is hard to 
translate into many Indigenous languages 



Numeracy: Year 3 (top)  Year 7 (bottom) 



Numeracy: Year 3 (top)  Year 7 (bottom) 



Year 3 and Year 7 numeracy 

�  'net'    -- a technical term which neither Jane nor Jill 
know, but is common in primary maths education 

�  However, if a child has missed learning this term, 
they have more chance of guessing it from the 
context given in the year 7 problem "Harold folds 
this net to make a cube" than from the year 3 
problem. 



Year 3 Numeracy: right and left 



Year 7 numeracy: north and south 



Directions 

�  Many speakers of traditional Indigenous languages do 
not use right and left to give directions.   

�  Instead they use cardinal directions; north, south, east, 
west 

�  So for some Indigenous children the Year 3 test is 
potentially more confusing than the Year 7 test. 

�  Having a test that is hard for an Indigenous Year 3 
student will just cause that student and their teacher to 
feel that they are failing again. 



Summary 

�  Standardised test questions often assume a level of 
language that is higher than that possessed by ESL 
or EFL students. 

�  This may be the case even when testing subjects such 
as numeracy. 

�  So, what are the results of standardised testing in 
remote Indigenous communities? 



Part 1 

 

ECOLOGY 
a snapshot of 7 'remote' Indigenous 

communities 



Map of some remote Indigenous communities 



Wadeye (Port Keats) 



Wadeye 
 
Location 
�  Four hundred km south west of Darwin in the Daly  
�   an isolated community cut off by road 5-6 months of the year; 
�   little incidental traffic or passing visitors without links to the community 
History 
�  1935 established as a Catholic mission 'Port Keats' 
�  includes people from a number of language groups  
�  many have been there since the early mission days 
Population 
�  around 2,200 of whom more than 30% are school age children 
Amenities 
�  Several shops including butcher, fruit and vegie shop,  
�  a supermarket and post office mainly staffed by whites; the school is Catholic, 

with a bilingual program, and white teachers with indigenous teaching 
assistants. 



Wadeye: Languages 

�  Murrinh-Patha  is the traditional language of the area 

�  Other languages include Marringarr, Magati Ke, Marri Tjevin, Marri Ammu  

�  Murrinh-Patha is a polysynthetic, non-Pama-Nyungan language which has 
survived despite the early mission days when children lived in dormitories 
and were only allowed to use English 

�  Most people over 45 have reasonable skills in English as a second language 

�  Almost all children in community speak Murrinh-Patha  as their first 
language, including those whose traditional language is different 

�  Younger people have very limited English, and the children appear to have 
little or no receptive or productive skills in English 

�  2011 NAPLAN:   Language background other than English  21% 



Wadeye: Languages 

�  Murrinh-Patha  is the traditional language of the area 

�  Other languages include Marringarr, Magati Ke, Marri Tjevin, Marri Ammu  

�  Murrinh-Patha is a polysynthetic, non-Pama-Nyungan language which has 
survived despite the early mission days when children lived in dormitories 
and were only allowed to use English 

�  Most people over 45 have reasonable skills in English as a second language 

�  Almost all children in community speak Murrinh-Patha  as their first 
language, including those whose traditional language is different 

�  Younger people have very limited English, and the children appear to have 
little or no receptive or productive skills in English 

�  2011 NAPLAN:   Language background other than English  21% 
                                CLEARLY WRONG 



Wadeye: Education 

�  Our Lady of the Sacred Heart Thamarrurr Catholic School  

�  2011 Enrolments 440 [of the 700+ children in Wadeye, only around 200 
attend school, and these do not attend regularly] 

 

�  Although the school has technically had mother-tongue medium 
instruction, outcomes are poor, probably reflecting the very poor 
attendance. 

�  Mother-tongue medium instruction program is a step transition program in 
which children learn literacy and numeracy in Murrinh-Patha, and oral 
English to year 2, with transition to English coming in year 3 

�  The teachers, as in many communities, tend to be untrained in the methods 
of teaching ESL and rely heavily on their indigenous teaching assistants for 
translation 

�  2011 My School site: school attendance  56%  [2008 attendance  54%] 



Wadeye: participation 



Wadeye: NAPLAN 2011 



Summary 

What children  learn Community NAPLAN Yr5 2011 
Grammar & punct. 
YR 3 ALL 421 
YR 5 ALL 499 
YR 7 ALL 532 

Murrinh Patha 
(traditional language)  

Wadeye –  
multilingual 
community 

Yr3 106 [81-131] cf nat. 421 
Yr5 111 [88-134] cf nat 499 
Yr7 302 [264-340] ] cf nat 532 

The low scores in years 3 and 5 are to be expected of children who 
live in an EFL environment and who do not attend school regularly.  
 
The year 7 scores are still low, but suggest that the children who stick it out and  
stay at school have learned more English and so are better able to cope with the  
tasks. 



Tiwi – Bathurst Island 



Tiwi Islands 

Location 

�  70km north of Darwin between the Arafura Sea and the Timor Sea 

�  Two islands, Bathurst and Melville islands, separated by a narrow strait 

�  Accessible by air or sea with daily flights from Darwin 

History 

�  1911 European settlement established by a Roman Catholic priest  

�  Continuing involvement with Roman Catholic Church 

Population 

�  Ca 2000 Tiwi  people, and about 400 others, mainly Anglo-Australians 

�  Bathurst, the smaller island, around 1800 people living in Wurrumiyanga 

�  Melville Island: two settlements with populations of about 300 each 

Amenities 

�  The largest town, Wurrumiyanga, has a small business district with shops and businesses, 
a football oval and club 



Tiwi Islands: Languages 
 

�  Traditional Tiwi/Old Tiwi/Hard Tiwi is now only spoken by a few older people 

�  Modern Tiwi is most widely spoken and is the lingua franca of the island; 

¡  includes some English and Iwaidja elements,  

¡  syntactic structure similar to English; 

¡   referred to as Tiwi by its speakers, or pejoratively as ‘Apinapi’ derived from 
English ‘half-in-half” 

�  Children who are exposed to both Modern Tiwi and English speak ‘Children’s 
Tiwi’  

¡  little inflection or morphology 

¡  Lexicon varies between Tiwi and English  

�  English is widely used because of the large whitefella population who rarely 
learn any Tiwi apart from the odd word 

�  2011 NAPLAN:  Language background other than English  95% 



Tiwi Islands: Education 

 

�  Independent Catholic preschool, primary and high schools  

�  2011 Murrupurtiyanuwu Catholic School, Bathurst Island 207 enrolments, 99% 
Indigenous. 1970s: A bilingual education program was established with two 
teachers per class (one Tiwi, one English) and substantial resources were 
developed 

�  2010:  The program was partially dismantled after the NT government’s 
decision to scale back bilingual programs in Government schools 

�  This has resulted in Tiwi teachers being seen as assistants, who translate the 
English teachers' instructions 

�  As is often the case, teachers tend to be young, inexperienced, and not ESL/EFL 
trained 

�  2011 My School site: School attendance 78% [2008 76%] 

 

 



Murrupurtiyanuwu Catholic School:Participation 



Murrupurtiyanuwu Catholic School: NAPLAN 2011 



Summary 

What children  learn Community NAPLAN Yr5 2011 
Grammar & punct. 
YR 3 ALL 421 
YR 5 ALL 499 
YR 7 ALL 532 

Murrinh Patha 
(traditional language) 

Wadeye –  
multilingual 
community 

Yr3 106 [81-131] 
Yr5 111 [88-134] 
Yr7 302 [264-340] 

reduced form of Tiwi (?
emerging mixed language) 

Tiwi Islands  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 274 [238-310] 
Yr5 306 [274-388] 
Yr7 n/a 

This school  does the same or better than similar schools.   
It has relatively good  attendance 
For many years it had an effective mother-tongue medium instruction program. 
It is possible that its continued good results reflect the solid foundation of 
teaching in  the earlier mother tongue instruction program. 



Murray Downs 



Murray Downs 

Location 
�  205km south of Tennant Creek on Murray Downs Station, near the 

Imangara community.  
�  road; 4WD only and access is dependent on weather  

History 
�  community associated with station and working on station 
�  1980s many members associated with successful land claims 

Population:  approximately 50 
 
Amenities:  
•  store  
•  rely on neighbouring community of Ali Curung for further amenities, 

sports, clinic, etc 



Murray Downs: languages 

�  Older people speak Alyawarr  

�  Younger people speak varieties ranging from a mixed 
language to non-standard English 

�  2011 NAPLAN: Language background other than 
English 100% 



Murray Downs: education 

�  Small school  

�  Principal + 1-2 teachers + Indigenous teaching assistants 
with high turnover of non-Indigenous staff 

�  pre-school to middle years 

�  2011: 22 enrolments 

�  2011 My School site: School attendance 76% [2008 74%] 



Murray Downs: participation – but too few to 
count 



Summary 

What children  learn Community NAPLAN Yr5 2011 
Grammar & punct. 
YR 3 ALL 421 
YR 5 ALL 499 
YR 7 ALL 532 

Murrinh Patha 
(traditional language) 

Wadeye –  
multilingual 
community 

Yr3 106 [81-131] 
Yr5 111 [88-134] 
Yr7 302 [264-340] 

reduced form of Tiwi 
(emerging mixed 
language?) 

Tiwi Islands  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 274 [238-310] 
Yr5 306 [274-388] 
Yr7 n/a 

a creole with TL code-
switching and insertion 

Murray Downs 
one main trad. lg. 

too small to publish 

This school  has had excellent attendance. 
It has suffered from very high turnover of teachers and principals, and 
 sometimes absence of teaching staff. 



Kalkaringi/Daguragu 



Kalkaringi/Daguragu: Gurindji 

Location 
�  Two communities  approximately 800 km due south of Darwin on the Buntine 

Highway 
�  Communities are connected by an 8 km sealed road , and there is an airstrip 
 

History 
�  1975: after "Gurindji Walk-off",  a 9 year workers’ strike, lease of  3000+ sq.km 
�  1986: they were granted an inalienable freehold title 
�  2011: protests against the NT Government Intervention and the imposition of shires 

Population: around 700  largely Indigenous  population & small whitefella population 
 

Amenities 
�  Health service, with a permanent doctor in Kalkaringi as well as nurses 
�  A service station, a community store, a caravan park, takeaway food shop, a police 

station and a Women’s centre. 



Kalkaringi/Daguragu: Languages 

�  The communities are multilingual. 
�  Gurindji is the traditional language of the population but is now 

only spoken fluently by the older residents 
�  Children grow up speaking a new language, Gurindji Kriol. It is a 

mixed language which  
¡  draws on Gurindji noun structures including case marking 
¡  has  the verb structure coming from Kriol 

�  Most people also speak a variety of Kriol (spoken in the 
Katherine region) and to some extent standard Australian 
English or Aboriginal English. 

�  NAPLAN 2011 Language background other than English  89% 
 



Kalkaringi/Daguragu: Education 

�  1 school from pre-school to year 12 and serves both communities 

�  2011 enrolment: 142 children 

�  SIL linguists and then the Katherine Language Centre have provided 
language resources and occasional language programs. 

�  2003:  the school became the first NT community school to have 
students graduate from Year 12 when four students graduated with TER 
scores and went on to university courses. 

�  2011 My School site: School attendance: 64% [2008 59%] 
 



Kalkarindji: participation 



Kalkarindji:  NAPLAN 2011 



Summary 
What children  learn Community NAPLAN Yr5 2011 

Grammar & punct. 
YR3 ALL  421 
YR 5 ALL 499 
YR 7 ALL 532 

Murrinh Patha 
(traditional language) 

Wadeye –  
multilingual 
community 

Yr3 106 [81-131] 
Yr5 111 [88-134] 
Yr7 302 [264-340] 

reduced form of Tiwi 
(?emerging mixed 
language) 

Tiwi Islands  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 274 [238-310] 
Yr5 306 [274-388] 
Yr7 n/a 

a creole with TL code-
switching and insertion 

Murray Downs 
one main trad. lg. 

too small to publish 

a mixed language 
(Gurindji Kriol) 

Kalkaringi  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 23 [0-60] 
Yr5 171 [133-209] 
Yr7 392 [357-427] 

. 



Lajamanu 



Lajamanu 

Location 
�  Nearly 900 km south of Darwin and 125 km further south from Kalkaringi 
�  Airstrip 

History 
�  1950 Government set up a welfare settlement on traditional Gurindji land and 

resettled Warlpiri people there 

Population 
�  Around 1000 people,  88% indigenous  
�  In the 2006 census 49% of the population were under 20 

Amenities 
�  a library, an arts centre,  
�  community health centre with a permanent doctor, nurses and indigenous 

health workers 



Lajamanu: Languages 

•  Lajamanu is a multilingual community 
�  Warlpiri is not the traditional language of the are, but  it is spoken by 

over 70% of the population 

�  Children learn “Light Warlpiri” from birth 
¡  a mixed language with Warlpiri and English as its lexifier languages; 
¡   the verbal morphology is drawn from Kriol,  
¡  its nominal morphology (ergative) from Warlpiri;   
¡  auxiliary system is innovative and derived from Kriol and  Warlpiri 

�  Children acquire fluency in Warlpiri as they get older, and learn English  
at school 

�  Some standard English and Aboriginal English is spoken in the 
community 

�  2011 NAPLAN Language background other than English:  95% 



Lajamanu: Education 

�  Lajamanu Community Education Centre 
 

�  2011 152 enrolments 
 

�  This was a bilingual Warlpiri-English school from the late 
1980s until 2008 when the NT government decreed English 
only should be used for the first four hours of each day. 

�  2011 My School site: Student attendance rate: 43% [51% in 
2008] 



Lajamanu: participation 



Lajamanu: NAPLAN 2011 



What children  learn Community NAPLAN Yr5 2011 
Grammar & punct. 
YR3 ALL  421 
YR 5 ALL 499 
YR 7 ALL 532 

Murrinh Patha 
(traditional language) 

Wadeye –  
multilingual 
community 

Yr3 106 [81-131] 
Yr5 111 [88-134] 
Yr7 302 [264-340] 

reduced form of Tiwi (?
emerging mixed 
language) 

Tiwi Islands  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 274 [238-310] 
Yr5 306 [274-388] 
Yr7 n/a 

a creole with TL code-
switching and insertion 

Murray Downs 
one main trad. lg. 

too small to publish 

a mixed language 
(Gurindji Kriol) 

Kalkaringi  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 23 [0-60] 
Yr5 171 [133-209] 
Yr7 392 [357-427] 

a mixed language (Light 
Warlpiri) 

Lajamanu 
one/two main trad. lg. 

Yr 3 90 [60-120] 
Yr5 149 [113-185] 
Yr7 177 [132-222] 

. 



Yakanarra 



Yakanarra 

Location 
�  260 km east of Broome, and 130 km from Fitzroy Crossing; the road can be impassable in 

the wet, but all weather bitumen roads in community 
�  all-weather airstrip 

History 
�  Established in 1989 by the Yakanarra people, returning to their country on Old Cherrabun 
 

Population 
�  Small community comprising around 180 mainly Indigenous residents 
 

Amenities 
�  A well-stocked community store with fresh food being flown in each week.  
�  24 hour electricity generated on site.  
�  Excellent clean water supply.  
�  A well stocked medical clinic and 24 hour access to the Royal Flying Doctor Service.  
�  Telephone, fax and internet access (There is no mobile phone coverage) 



Yakanarra: Languages 

 

�  Fitzroy Valley Kriol is the most widely spoken language in 
the community 

�  Older people include some Walmajarri in their language, 
particularly nouns but in this community the traditional 
language is not longer learned by children. 

�  Some of the adults speak English but generally only used 
with whitefellas (e.g. medical personnel, school staff) 

2011 NAPLAN: Language background other than English  0% 

[obvious error] 



Yakanarra: Education 

�  Independent community controlled school established in 1991 with the 
initial building being a boughshed, later superseded by a community 
constructed tin shed 

�  2011:  56 enrolments 

�  The school has maintained its commitment to Walmajarri language and 
culture as well as equipping students to learn English and cope with 
mainstream culture in order to have real control over their lives 

�  An Adult Education Centre and a Telecentre, which is also a registered 
homework centre.  Both centres offer a range of activities for residents 

�  Preschool kindergarten and a Homemaker Centre which provides a hot 
meal to students each day 

�  2011 My School site  Student attendance rate: 89%  [2008 77%] 

 



Yakanarra:  participation 



Yakanarra:  NAPLAN 2011 



What children  learn Community NAPLAN Yr5 2011 
Grammar & punct. 
YR3 ALL  421 
YR 5 ALL 499 
YR 7 ALL 532 

Murrinh Patha 
(traditional language) 

Wadeye –  
multilingual community 

Yr3 106 [81-131] 
Yr5 111 [88-134] 
Yr7 302 [264-340] 

reduced form of Tiwi  
(? emerging mixed 
language) 

Tiwi Islands  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 274 [238-310] 
Yr5 306 [274-388] 
Yr7 n/a 

a creole with TL code-
switching and insertion 

Murray Downs 
one main trad. lg. 

too small to publish 

a mixed language (Gurindji 
Kriol) 
a mixed language (Light 
Warlpiri) 

Kalkaringi  
one main trad. lg. 
Lajamanu 
one/two main trad. lg. 

Yr3 23 [0-60] Kalkaringi 
Yr5 171 [133-209] 
Yr7 392 [357-427] 
Yr 3 90 [60-120] Lajamanu 
Yr5 149 [113-185] 
Yr7 177 [132-222] 

a creole - Fitzroy Valley 
Kriol 

Yakanarra 
one main trad. lg 

Yr5 321 [266-376] 



Tennant Creek 



Tennant Creek 

Location 
�  Small town on the Stuart Highway between Katherine and Alice Springs 

History 
�  1930s a mining town started: Aborigines were moved out and kept on 

missions or on cattle stations until late 1960s. 
�  1980s: successful land claims and successful protest against toxic waste 

incinerator 
�  2012: major protest against nuclear waste dump 

Population 
�  around 3,000 about half Indigenous 

Amenities 
�  supermarket, shops, pool, library, sporting club, better equipped than 

many towns of similar size 



Tennant Creek: Languages 

 
�  Traditional language of area: Warumungu 

�  Languages of neighbours who have moved to Tennant Creek: 
Warlmanpa, Warlpiri, Alyawarr, Kaytetye, Mudburra, and other 
languages where there are no full speakers 

�  Wumpurrarni English ,"Black English", is the language of many 
Indigenous children, but there is considerable exposure to colloquial 
Australian English in shops, sporting venues and town activities. 

�  2011 NAPLAN: Language background other than English 75% 

Language resources:  

�  Papulu Apparr-kari language centre (operating since late 1980s) 

 



Tennant Creek: Education 

�  NT Government-run  
¡  pre-school 
¡  primary school  
¡   secondary school with Indigenous and non-Indigenous children.  

�  outposts of several tertiary institutions 

�  2011  Primary School:  396 enrolments - 75% Indigenous 
 
�  English as medium of instruction, sporadic courses in traditional 

languages, never been systematic commitment to language 
enrichment 

�  2011 My School  Tennant Creek Primary school student 
attendance rate: 68%  [2008: 69%] 

 



Tennant Creek - Participation 



Tennant Creek – NAPLAN 2011 



What children  learn Community NAPLAN Yr5 2011 
Grammar & punct. 

Murrinh Patha 
(traditional language)  

Wadeye –  
multilingual 
community 

Yr3 106 [81-131] 
Yr5 111 [88-134] 
Yr7 302 [264-340] 

reduced form of Tiwi 
(emerging mixed lg) 

Tiwi Islands  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 274 [238-310] 
Yr5 306 [274-388] 

a creole with TL code-
switching and insertion 

Murray Downs 
one main trad. lg. 

too small to publish 

a mixed language 
(Gurindji Kriol) 
a mixed language (Light 
Warlpiri) 

Kalkaringi  
one main trad. lg. 
Lajamanu 
one/two main trad. lg. 

Yr3 23 [0-60] Kalkaringi 
Yr5 171 [133-209] 
Yr7 392 [357-427] 
Yr 3 90 [60-120] Lajamanu 
Yr5 149 [113-185] 
Yr7 177 [132-222] 

a creole - Fitzroy Valley 
Kriol 

Yakanarra 
one main trad. lg 

Yr5 321 [266-376] 

a creole and varieties of 
Aboriginal English 

Tennant Creek 
multilingual town ESL 

Yr3 232 [209-255] 
Yr5 297 [274-320] 



What children learn 

What children  learn Community 

traditional language (Murrinh Patha) 
RARE 

Wadeye - multilingual community 
VERY REMOTE: EFL 

a reduced form of the traditional 
language  (Tiwi) (to be discovered if it is 
a mixed language) RARE 

Tiwi Islands  
one main traditional language 
VERY REMOTE: EFL 

a mixed language (Gurindji Kriol and 
Light Warlpiri) 

Lajamanu, Kalkaringi : EFL 
one main traditional language 

a creole with considerable code-
switching and insertion from traditional 
language  

Murray Downs: EFL 
one main traditional language 

a creole 
 

Yakanarra: EFL 
one main traditional language 

a creole and varieties of Aboriginal 
English 

Tennant Creek: ESL 
multilingual town 



Summary of language ecology 

� Remote Australian Indigenous communities 
tend to be small and hugely diverse. 

� Language use in most of the communities is 
highly multilingual 

� The ways in which it is multilingual varies 
considerably from one community to 
another 



The common factor 

�  However, all the communities bar Tennant Creek 
have one factor in common: 

 
CHIDLREN ARE GROWING UP IN A FOREIGN 

LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT 
 

�  They are not growing up in an English as a Second 
Language environment, because they are certainly 
not growing up in communities where everyday talk 
is carried on in colloquial Australian English. 



Summary of schools 

�  Sponsor 
¡  Catholic Education 
¡  State Government School 
¡  Independent School 

�  Medium of instruction 
¡  English 
¡  Mother-tongue with explicit English teaching 

�  Traditional language enrichment program  



Where children  
learn 

Community NAPLAN Yr5 2011 
Grammar & punct. 

Catholic school which 
had mother-tongue 
medium instruction 

Wadeye –  
multilingual 
community 

Yr3 106 [81-131] 
Yr5 111 [88-134] 
Yr7 302 [264-340] 

Catholic school which 
had longstanding fairly 
successful mother-
tongue medium 
instruction 

Tiwi Islands  
one main trad. lg. 

Yr3 274 [238-310] 
Yr5 306 [274-388] 

State school no MTMI 
 
State school which had 
MTMI 

Kalkaringi  
one main trad. lg. 
Lajamanu 
one/two main trad. lg. 

Yr3 23 [0-60] Kalkaringi 
Yr5 171 [133-209] 
Yr7 392 [357-427] 
Yr 3 90 [60-120] Lajamanu 
Yr5 149 [113-185] 
Yr7 177 [132-222] 

Independent school with 
language enrichment 

Yakanarra 
one main trad. lg 

Yr5 321 [266-376] 
 

State school no MTMI Tennant Creek 
multilingual town ESL 

Yr3 232 [209-255] 
Yr5 297 [274-320] 
 



EDUCATION RESULTS 

�  All NAPLAN results are considerably lower than average 
Australian NAPLAN results. 

�  The best are in two schools, a Catholic School in the Tiwi 
Islands, and the Yakanarra independent community-
controlled school. 

�  The Catholic School has had a long sustained mother-
tongue medium education program. 

�  The independent school has long had a language 
enrichment program. 



PART 2 

 
 

 

EQUITY 
 



Standardised assessments 

THE QUESTION: 
 

�  To what extent is it equitable to introduce 
standardised assessments, based on the whole of the 
population of Australia, to indigenous children living 
in these communities? 



The NAPLAN test and language ecology 

�  To our knowledge, no research has been done regarding what 
standard one can reasonably expect to be achieved by Indigenous 
children (or indeed children from non English speaking 
backgrounds) in communities where:  

 

¡  English is not the main language 
¡  parents may or may not be literate 
¡  the language the children speak is close, but not identical to, English  

�  Further, we would expect differences between communities where 
the main language is a traditional language, and communities where 
the main language is a Kriol or a variety of Aboriginal English since 
the different categories of language tend not to be as easy to identify 
when one language is very similar to the other. 



Literacy and language measures in NAPLAN 

�  In 2009/2010 we conducted an analysis of the practice 
tests for the year 3 reading test and its questions, the year 3, 
5 and 7 language conventions tests which had been made 
available on line in 2007/8 prior to the initial 
administration of the test in May 2008.   

 

�  Wigglesworth, Gillian, Jane Simpson & Deborah Loakes. 
2011. NAPLAN language assessments for indigenous 
children in remote communities: Issues and problems. 
Australian Review of Applied Linguistics 34.320-43. 

 

. 



NAPLAN reading passages 

�  The cultural contexts provided in both the reading passages and their questions are quite 
alien to children living in remote indigenous communities (and to children from non 
English speaking backgrounds. 

¡  A movie called “Lucy’s holiday” 
¡  A reading passage about newspaper delivery 

�  The effect of the cultural context is much more significant than being simply a lack 
of familiarity. 

�  Children are expected to be able to make inferences from the meanings of unfamiliar 
words and phrases in these tasks. However this is very difficult, if not an impossible, 
when the cultural context is not familiar. 

�  In these reading tasks the problems for the children were significant – cultural 
context, unusual vocabulary (poking out; jutting out; paper – for newspaper; 
paperboy; newsagency); synonymy (recommended for all agers = suitable for 
everyone); genre; cultural knowledge (paperboys deliver newspapers and are 
employed by newsagencies to whom you complain if they are not doing a good 
enough job) 

 



NAPLAN Language conventions 

�  Spelling, grammar and punctuation is tested in 
language conventions 

�  Our analysis revealed the following: 
¡  Considerable knowledge of vowels and consonant 

representation in text 
¡  Grammatical rules (e.g. jumpt = ‘ed’ as past pron ‘t’; ‘plaes’ = 

‘plays’ and requires knowledge of 3rd person ‘s’) which do not 
apply to most varieties of Kriol or AE 

¡  Grammar questions requiring distinctions not present in Kriol 
(e.g. choose, chose) 

¡  Distractors representing constructions which are ‘correct’ in 
Kriol (e.g. There two good shops nearby – lacking copula 
required in SAE) 



Lack of staging of difficulty of structure 

�  NAPLAN tests are supposed to give accurate 
information to help schools and parents know at 
what stage their child is at 

�  They do not do this for children learning English 

�  The staging of difficulty of structures for mastery is 
not well informed.  



NAPLAN today 

�  The current trial materials provide less culturally biased material, at least 
some of which would be familiar to indigenous children although others 
would present similar problems 

�  The concerns noted above in the language conventions section of the test 
remain, but many of these are the result of the complex relationship 
between Standard Australian English and the many new Indigenous 
languages: mixed languages, creoles and Aboriginal Englishes 

�  Indigenous children should not be assessed on tests such as the NAPLAN 
which are standardised on completely different populations.  

�   The issue is one of equity – between children growing up in an SAE 
speaking community, and children growing up in a non-SAE speaking 
community 



NAPLAN – the outcome in the NT 

�  Following the first administration of NAPLAN in May 2008, the 
results were reported in September and published in November 

�  The results were widely reported in the media and suggested: 

¡  That indigenous children do not reach an acceptable standard in literacy and 
numeracy 

¡  That these differences increased in the Northern Territory 
¡  That if the children lived in remote communities in the NT they performed worse 

�  Despite a lack of detailed analysis of the results which across the 
nation demonstrated the impact of social and environmental 
factors, the NT government decreed that to address the problem, 
Territory schools must teach the first four hours of every day in 
English 

�  I.e. subtractive dominant language medium education 
 



NT NAPLAN  2008 and 2011: yrs 3&5 
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Comparing NAPLAN 2008 and 2011 

�  Despite the pressure for English-medium instruction 
education, the results have not improved. 

�  In some schools they have declined sharply. 

�  Attendance in some schools has also declined. 

�  The only school where the result have improved is a 
Catholic school which has for a long time had an effective 
and sustained mother-tongue medium education 
program. 



Part 3 

 

ETHICS 
 



�  Was it ethical in 2008 to effectively ban mother-tongue-medium education 
(bilingual education) for children living in a non-English speaking 
community? 

�  The NT government’s response to the NAPLAN results was a knee jerk 
reaction which did not consider  
¡   the nature of the test  
¡  the problems faced by the Indigenous children in remote communities 
¡   the impact that their policy change would have on those communities and the education of 

their children 

�  The change of code between home and school is demotivating for many 
indigenous children who consequently have little appreciation of school 

�  This outcome has been reflected in the school attendance patterns which 
have not improved since the introduction of the English-only policy 



Why mother-tongue-medium learning? 

Where children come to school with either no knowledge, 
or limited knowledge of the language in which their 
education will occur, mother-tongue-medium learning 
plays a triple role: 
 

�  it provides children with early education and literacy 
development in the language in which they are fluent;  

�  it may contribute to reversing the increasing loss of 
Indigenous languages in the communities where children 
still learn and speak them; and  

�  the children learn Standard Australian English 
 



Why mother-tongue-medium learning? 

�  The NT Department of Education itself recognises the positive outcomes which result 
from bilingual education: 

 There have been a number of studies, both in the NT and internationally, that provide evidence for 
 the premise that bilingual education programs achieve higher levels of outcomes, including 
 literacy outcomes in the mainstream language, than non-bilingual programs in similar 
 settings. The review is able to provide preliminary and provisional data to confirm that 
 outcomes for students participating in bilingual education programs in the NT are marginally 
 better than  for students in 'like' non-bilingual schools. (NT Dept. Education, 2005: xii) 

�  Cummins (2000) suggests that not to educate students in their own first language as well 
as English is a major stumbling block that makes it very difficult for the students to reach 
the threshold levels of knowledge that result in the cognitive benefits inherent in a 
situation of additive bilingualism. The results of the current system in Australia are that 
many Indigenous students fail in the school system. Many do not develop skills beyond 
the academic equivalent of Year 3 or 4 of primary education, and their competence in 
English is well below the national average. The reasons for these results are numerous and 
diverse and include issues such as high rates of absenteeism, low socioeconomic and 
socio-cultural status, poverty, and all the problems inherent in these conditions (health 
problems, housing, social discrimination, etc.).  



Semi good news June 2012 

NT Education Department introduces new policy in June 2012 
�  Framework for Learning English as an Additional Language 

FAQ:   Does the Learning English as an Additional Language 
policy mean that home/local languages can’t be used in the 
classroom? 

�  Not at all. On the contrary, while there will be a focus on English, 
home/local languages can and should be used where appropriate to 
support the learning and acquisition of concepts.  Additionally, there 
will be times, particularly in the early years, when it may be better to 
introduce concepts using the home/local language. This is good 
teaching practice and is to be encouraged. This is the Department of 
Education and Training’s approach for English as an Additional 
Language learning and one that is used across Australia and 
internationally. 

�    



The way forward (1) 

�  Mother tongue medium instruction requires the conditions and 
means necessary for its proper implementation 

�  it involves not only the maintenance and promotion of minority or 
Indigenous language 

�  in additive contexts there is ample evidence that learning 
contributes to improved school performance and linguistic 
competence in both the L1 and the L2 

�  the empirical evidence in this regard is overwhelming 
�  in the much-vaunted knowledge society, decisions taken by the 

highest spheres of government without reference to scientific rigor 
should be mere memories of the past 

�  unfortunately, reality shows that we are far from this ideal 



The way forward (2) 

�  In an environment where policy mitigates against 
mother-tongue-medium learning, the second best 
option must be underpinned by the following: 

¡  Adequately trained and experienced teachers in Indigenous 
schools 

¡  Reduction in the mobility of teachers (average = 8 months) 
¡  Fully trained and respected Indigenous teachers whose role is 

teaching, not translating 
¡  A curriculum which takes account of children’s cultural 

background 



The way forward (2) 

�  Most critically: 

¡  Teachers must be trained specifically in dealing with second/
foreign/dialect language learning, and they need to understand what 
works in communities where children have no, or minimal access to, 
the dominant language 

¡  A curriculum needs to be developed for teaching Indigenous children 
using ESL/EFL and comparative dialect methods, which 
systematically develop their knowledge of standard English through 
explicit teaching and/or comparison with home language 

¡  Teachers need to have familiarity with the structural differences 
between Kriol/AE and SAE so that the former are not seen as 
‘deficient’ (e.g. Yarrie Lingo Qld or ABC Two Way WA or FELIKS 
Kimberley) 



Conclusion 

�  The complex linguistic ecology in Indigenous Australia 
means there will never be a ‘one size fits all’ solution 

�  We need to find a more equitable solution to the 
assessment of Indigenous children’s literacy and 
numeracy skills through more specifically targeted and 
appropriate assessments 

�  We need to adopt more ethical approaches to educating 
our Indigenous children and their linguistically diverse 
heritage 

 
THEIR FUTURE IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY 

 


